
Your Employees 
Hate Their Jobs. 
Here’s Why and 
What You Can Do 
About It



53% of Americans 
are currently 
unhappy at work.

That means that more than half of everybody gets to 

work, heaves a big sigh, droops their shoulders and 

prepares for a long eight hours. 

I hope this doesn’t come as a surprise to you, but 

that’s a bad thing for your business. Let’s talk about 

why people are unhappy at work, what that means 

for you, what it means for them, and what you can do 

about it.

This is a list of the workplace dissatisfaction culprits 

that we’ll mention here.

 » Environment

 » Stress

 » Social Struggles

 » Manager Struggles

 » Lack of Growth Opportunity

 » Commute

 » Lack of Recognition



Environment
Workplace environment is often missed as a factor of employee dissatisfaction, but doesn’t it make sense? If 

someone spent all day in a hole in the ground, they probably wouldn’t be thrilled about it (Hobbits aside).

Let’s check out the causes, effects, and solutions to this type of employee job dissatisfaction.

An academic article by Jacqueline Vischer on the effects of the physical 
environment on job performance had some interesting findings. Vischer argues 
that there are three levels of environmental comfort.

 » Physical comfort: Includes needs like safety, hygiene, and accessibility.

 » Functional comfort: Includes ergonomic support for users’ performance.

 » Psychological comfort: Includes feelings of belonging, ownership, and control 

over the workplace.

All three levels of environmental comfort have to be satisfied for your employees 
to operate with Rocky-Balboa-like grit and performance. Job dissatisfaction 

happens when one or more of these three types of comfort are not met.

CAUSES



The first two levels of comfort are pretty clear with that little description, so we’ll 
leave it at that. Psychological comfort, on the other hand, takes a bit more elbow 

grease.

According to Jake Herway, a culture and change expert at Gallup, “Just three in 

ten U.S. workers strongly agree that at work, their opinions seem to count.” 

How can employees who feel they have no control over their situation take real 

ownership over their job? 
They really can’t. 

Imagine that you were on a five-person team, and the team was given the task of 
building a dinner table. Now, let’s assume that you have built a dinner table before 

and could provide a lot of helpful ideas, but nobody would listen to you. 

How invested in the success of this table would you be? If your ideas are ignored, 

would you even care if this table stands up when it’s done?

We’re all the same way. If we don’t feel like valued team members, then we 

won’t contribute like valued team members.

The solution to most job dissatisfaction problems is pretty obvious if you know the 
cause. This one is no different.
If your employees are unhappy because they’re psychologically uncomfortable, 

then you need to make them psychologically comfortable to keep them happy.

The psychological environment at your company comes down to how safe 

employees, feel. Do they feel free to fail, to suggest ideas, to oppose ideas, or to 

make bold bets? If not, then start there. 

Here’s how. When somebody makes a bold bet, successful or not, praise them for 

it. When someone suggests an idea or opposes yours, thank them for it. If you do 

this publicly and often, people will realize that they’re safe to contribute.

As your people start to feel safe, you’ll benefit from the contributions your 
engaged workforce now feels safe to make.

EFFECTS

SOLUTIONS



If your employees 
are unhappy because 
they’re psychologically 
uncomfortable, then 
you need to make 
them psychologically 
comfortable to keep 
them happy.



Stress
According to The American Institute of Stress, 40% of workers reported that their job was very or extremely 
stressful. 

To put that in other words, two out of every five salesmen at your company aren’t completely confident on 
the phone. Two out of every five marketers on your team can’t let their minds loose to be creative. Two out of 
every five accountants are distracted as they’re updating your books.
Sounds like a problem worth solving, so let’s figure out how.

Stress isn’t necessarily caused by having a big workload, and it’s not necessarily 

caused by having few resources. Stress happens when there’s a bad relationship 

between the two. 

It’s the dissonance between high demands and limited 
resources that creates stress.

For example, if you were given the job to bake a gingerbread house in 20 minutes with 
no flour… or else! You might get a little frustrated, right? 
It’s exactly the same thing at work. When an employee doesn’t have sufficient time, 
tools, support, knowledge, or motivation, then stress rears its cortisol-saturated head.
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The effects of this type of workplace dissatisfaction are surprisingly drastic. 
SmallBizGenius.net put together a bunch of stats about workplace stress. Here are 

a few of them.

 » 83% of US workers suffer from work-related stress
 » US businesses lose up to $300 billion yearly as a result of workplace stress

 » Stress causes around one million workers to miss work every day

 » 57% of stressed-out respondents are paralyzed by stress

 » 63% of workers are ready to quit their jobs due to stress
 » Stress caused sleep deprivation for 66% of American workers in 2018

Best-selling author and motivational speaker Simon Sinek argues that the high 

levels of cortisol we experience due to job stress has terrible effects on our health. 
In his words, “Our jobs are literally killing us!”
But don’t let all of this stress you out (See what I did there?). There are solutions.

The solution to a whole lot of workplace stress is correcting the imbalance of 

resources and expectations.

This falls on your shoulders as a manager. If you want your employees to be able 

to perform better in their stress-free workplace, then you have to reconsider how 

responsibility is allocated. Then you need to empower employees to succeed in 

the responsibilities given.

If someone is struggling under a workload, then see if someone else can take 

some of it. If someone is bottlenecked by their mediocre toolbelt, then upgrade 

their arsenal. Achieving this balance may require a budget, but keep the effects of 
stress in mind that we mentioned earlier. 

Let’s be clear that stress happens. Nobody can really avoid all stress, and in some 

cases that can be a good thing. A stressful sprint to the finish every now and then 
isn’t necessarily a bad thing. Stress and burnout happen when you’re constantly 

sprinting to an ever-distant finish.
We have another article on our site that lays out how employees can mitigate 

stress themselves, so check it out for some more suggestions.

EFFECTS

SOLUTIONS



Stress and burnout 
happen when 
you’re constantly 
sprinting to an 
ever-distant finish.



Social Struggles
An otherwise perfect job can be made miserable because of social problems. Part of your team’s potential 
will go untapped if they can’t work as a team no matter how skilled the individuals are.

The social aspect of a workplace is very different than your typical social situation. 
You’re at work constantly which means you don’t get a break from people that you 
could otherwise handle in doses. Things that are mildly annoying every now and then 

can become big problems at work. 

Another aspect of work that can make things socially tense is a feeling of competition 

between coworkers.

If you have multiple employees with similar job descriptions and blurry lines of 
responsibility, coworkers could feel like their turf is being threatened. It may seem silly, 

but this is a recipe for a tense environment.
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There are limitless unfortunate effects of coworker conflict. 
Just imagine all of the awesome things that a solid team can accomplish. Now 

imagine what that same team would do if they were all mad at each other. A group 

of the most talented people in the world could end up losing big.

If coworker conflict goes unsolved, then productivity, engagement, commitment, 
and morale will drop. Turnover, distrust, and absenteeism will rise.

Obviously, a lot of employee cooperation comes down to the employees 

themselves. There’s only so much you can do to help your people play nice, but 

there are things you can do.

1. Set clear role boundaries. If everybody knows their responsibilities and 

doesn’t feel threatened by their deskmate, there’s less of a reason for distrust 

to creep in.

2. Communication and approval process. Miscommunication can make any 

situating frustrating. You can mitigate this annoyance by setting processes for 
communication and approval.

3.  Create a humble culture. Dale Carnegie’s classic book, “How to Win Friends 

and Influence People,” emphasizes the importance of trying to understand the 
other person’s point of view. Accepting that you may be wrong does wonders 

in limiting arguments

4. Hire nice people. At EddyHR, we only hire people who are genuinely kind. If 

you have an office of people who know how to get along with other people, you 
won’t have these issues. Don’t hire pushovers, hire people who know how to 

disagree.

EFFECTS

SOLUTIONS

Don’t hire pushovers, 
hire people who know 

how to disagree.



Manager Struggles
While the assumption that people leave bosses not companies may not be totally true, it can be helpful. If 

you’re a manager, take a hard look at yourself because you could be part of the problem.

24% of surveyed US workers said that being unclear about manager expectations is 

the most stressful element during work changes.

People generally want to produce good work at their jobs. But if their boss’s 
expectations are unclear, then employees can’t know if they’re doing well; let alone if 

their boss thinks they’re doing well.

A boss could be thrilled at how well an employee is doing at work at the same time this 

employee is looking for a new job because they don’t know they’re appreciated.
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We’ve hinted at this throughout the section, but one of the primary results of bad 

manger relationships is employee turnover. Even if things don’t reach that point, 

employees at least could feel like they’re on the edge of unemployment. 

Ironically, if people feel like they’re at risk for losing their job, they are less able to 
do what makes them valuable. 

If people don’t know they’re on good terms with their boss, they’ll play it safe. 

Playing it safe is a great way to stop thinking outside the box and leads to 

stagnancy. Stagnancy, I think we can all agree, is a bad thing.

Your relationship with your direct reports is critical to your success, their success, 
and the success of the company. 

New York Times bestselling author, Forbes contributor, and leadership guru Mark 

Murphy emphasized the importance of saying, “I’m sorry.” He urges people to 
take ownership of the strained relationship and apologize for the part you played 

without criticizing what they’ve done.

Again referencing Dale Carnegie, he famously wrote, “When you’re wrong, admit it 

quickly and emphatically.”
Blaming and criticizing others won’t solve the problem—apologizing will. You’ll be 
more relatable, you’ll gain respect, and you’ll earn authority among your people by 

owning the mistakes you’ve made and asking for help.

You can solve a problem with a relatable person, not someone with their nose in 
the air.

EFFECTS

SOLUTIONS

“When you’re wrong, 
admit it quickly and 

emphatically.”



Blaming and 
criticizing others 
won’t solve 
the problem—
apologizing will.



Lack of Growth Opportunity
The number-one reason why people change jobs is for a stronger career path or more opportunity. Solving 
this problem may take more work to solve, but it’ll seriously improve your employees’ job satisfaction and 
retention. 

People think of employment in terms of careers, but only 50% of employees feel like 

they actually have a career.

This offers some valuable insights to employers in tandem with the statistic that 32% 
of employees plan to change jobs this year. Many of your employees probably see 
their current position as a stepping stone to that ideal career. 

And that’s a good thing!
You want employees that are thinking down the road. They’re growth-minded, and 
you’re lucky to have them on board. That said, if you don’t give them an opportunity to 

grow, then they’ll take that growth mindset and leave.
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With this in mind, you won’t be surprised that a particularly nasty effect of 
insufficient growth opportunities is high turnover.
What you may not have considered is how this type of turnover differs from 
general turnover. The employees that leave because of sub-par opportunities are 

the employees with drive and ambition.

These are the exact people who would benefit your company the most!
When you don’t provide growth and upward potential, you lose employees with 

drive, ambition, and hunger who want that upward mobility.

You don’t want to be left with only employees who settle for what they have.

If you want to keep your ambitious employees (and you do), give them something 

to achieve. If they want more responsibility, give it to them. If they want a raise, tell 

them how to earn it. Are their sights set on a leadership position? Help them get it.

I’m not saying you should put a team under every entry-level employee that 

shows promise. I’m saying that if you have an employee who shows initiative, you 

shouldn’t constrict it. 

EFFECTS

SOLUTIONS

If you want to keep 
your ambitious 

employees, give them 
something to achieve.



You don’t want to 
be left with only 
employees who 
settle for what 
they have.



Commute
According to a Society for Human Resource Management study, 17% of respondents said they have quit 
their job because of a long commute or because they didn’t like where the company was located.

Time isn’t just one of your company’s greatest assets, it’s also one of your people’s 
greatest assets. While it is possible to be somewhat productive during a commute, 

there’s a lot you just can’t do on the road to work.
Plain and simple, a long commute takes a lot of time out of your employee’s day. 

You still get your eight hours with them, but they get less time at home, with friends, 
pursuing hobbies, or taking care of themselves.
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The effects of a long commute are practically endless.
There’s a lot of good science behind these bad effects of long work commutes, 
and I’ll leave that to those who performed the research. For our purposes, here’s 

what you need to know about the effects of a long commute. 
 » They drain time and motivation to exercise

 » The lack of control leads to stress

 » They don’t allow for much free time with family and friends

 » They are positively associated with high blood sugar and obesity

If you’re still not convinced, let’s look at the effects a long commute has on work 
performance.

To paraphrase this article, long commutes lead to increases in absenteeism and 

poor sleeping habits. Both of these translate into less than 100% performance 
from your people. 

Remember that your employees’ jobs are not their life. Jobs allow them to live. You 
need to provide a work experience that not only lets people live, but also live well.

The solution here is to be flexible. 
If it’s reasonable, allow your people to work from home where possible. With 

today’s technology, there is very little that most people couldn’t do from home. 

Meetings, collaboration, and personal work can still be done without the effects of 
a life-sucking commute. 

EFFECTS

SOLUTIONS

You need to provide a 
work experience that 

not only lets people 
live, but also live well.



Time isn’t just one 
of your company’s 
greatest assets, 
it’s also one of 
your people’s 
greatest assets. 



Lack of Recognition
According to an article by Forbes contributor Victor Lipman, “36% of employees felt so strongly about 

recognition (or lack of it) that it was ‘the number one reason they’re considering switching jobs.’”
If you could figure out how to show your appreciation the right way, then you could seriously drop your 
company’s cost of turnover.

Lack of appreciation, seems like a petty reason for serious dissatisfaction, right?

As it turns out, genuine appreciation is a basic workplace need, and it’s very 

motivating when properly done.

Here’s an example. Think with me of your closest loved one. Now imagine how you feel 

when they sincerely say, “I love you.” 
If you’re not smiling right now, you did it wrong. 

I know that there’s a big difference between work relationships and romantic or filial 
relationships, but the principle holds. Genuine affirmation and recognition make 
people happier.

It follows that a drought of recognition doesn’t get you this benefit and can even do 
harm to your employees’ happiness. We’ve talked a lot about how it’s worth it to make 

employees happy, so we won’t keep beating that dead horse. Let’s jump to the effects 
of poor employee recognition.
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Employees that don’t feel valued become disengaged from work. Disengaged 

employees quit more often, don’t work as efficiently, don’t bring their whole selves 
to the table, and can even poison your company culture. 

These effects can be viral which makes employee engagement a top priority of HR 
professionals. 

There are a million ways to recognize employees for the work they do, but there 

are two rules that will make or break your efforts. It doesn’t have to be formal, 
expensive, or fancy. Employee recognition just has to be frequent and genuine.
As Victor Lipman explains, “Meaningful recognition… is often nothing fancy: just 
simple, direct and honest, delivered by manager to employee in a personal timely 

way.”
Evaluate your current review system with this in mind. If the extent of your 

employee review process is a yearly performance review, you’re doing it wrong. 

Absolutely no good comes from telling an employee that they did something 

wrong eight months ago. For feedback to be helpful, it has to be ongoing, non-

accusatory, and motivational. 

EFFECTS

SOLUTIONS

If the extent of your 
employee review 

process is a yearly 
performance review, 

you’re doing it wrong.



Genuine 
affirmation and 
recognition make 
people happier.



Phew!

We just ingested a lot of info. 
The key takeaway is that it’s important for your 

employees to be satisfied with their work situation. 
There are a whole lot of benefits to having a happy 
workforce, and just as many drawbacks to having a 
dissatisfied workforce. 
Take a look at what you’re doing in your company 

and try something new to contribute to your 

people’s happiness.



www.eddyhr.com


